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100 YEARS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
EXCELLENCE
SEM, Swedish Electro Magnets, is a leading global supplier with over 

100 years of industrial experience and deep knowledge of electro-

magnetic applications. We produce advanced alternative fuel ignition 

systems, injector stators and linear position sensors for stationary  

engines and commercial vehicles, and small engine systems for  

premium forestry hand tools.

Commitment to continuous improvement ensures our 

customers receive the best possible service and value – 

technically as well as commercially.

Our customers are global and include 

manufacturers of commercial vehicles  

such as buses, vans and heavy trucks,  

stationary engines, as well as producers  

of handheld motorized equipment like 

chainsaws and trimmers. 

We work in close partnership with several 

of the world’s leading companies and are 

an acknowledged key player in chosen 

industrial markets.

Our main focus is ignition systems for 

engines using alternative fuels such as 

natural gas, hydrogen gas and biogas. 

We deliver solutions that are in demand 

worldwide. Continuous development 

over more than a century has resulted in 

unique and patented solutions that are 

used in many of our products.
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SUSTAINABILITY
IN FOCUS
SEM is committed to playing a key role in delivering the energy solutions of  

tomorrow. We support long-term global sustainability as a core business vision. 

Our products significantly reduce energy consumption and limit emissions of 

harmful substances.  

Alternative environmentally-friendly fuel innovations are 

gaining momentum globally, and transforming the combustion  

engine landscape – this can be clearly seen within the heavy 

duty on highway market, but also in other applications such as 

power generation. 

With exceptional performance and technical precision, our  

advanced ignition systems are driving a new generation of  

alternative fuel engines. These engines reduce NO
x
 and HC  

particles and contribute to an enhanced sustainable future. 

Our unique ion-sense solution uses the ion current to precisely 

monitor combustion. Ignition timing can then be optimized in  

real-time using peak pressure position. This technology is at 

the forefront of engine performance efficiency innovation and 

provides significant fuel savings. Spark voltage monitoring is used 

to maximize sparkplug life and offer extended and predictable 

service intervals. Both of these techniques result in substantial 

reductions in Total Cost of Ownership.

Electricity as a sustainable energy source has in recent years 

become an increasingly major focus for manufacturers in the 

automotive industry. SEM is also at the leading edge of this 

evolution - with extensive knowledge from electromagnetism, 

electronics, system architecture and automotive applications,  

we offer customized solutions for electric drive applications. 

We provide our customers advanced eco-smart  

products and solutions. Go Green – Go Economical.

DURABILITYFUELCO2NOX

Up to 95% Up to 100% Up to 2% Up to 50%
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GREEN IGNITION
WITH PRECISION
For over 20 years, SEM has been innovating and producing ignition 

systems for engines powered by alternative fuels such as biogas, natural 

and hydrogen gas. These products have become a preferred choice for 

manufacturers delivering products to countries that have adopted tough 

environmental policies.

With increasing environmental awareness 

globally, demand for alternative fuel engines  

is growing rapidly. We are recognized experts 

in this field, and provide ignition systems 

tailored and optimized for specific needs in 

various types of commercial vehicles as well  

as engines used in stationary applications  

such as energy generation. 

Combustion diagnostics and monitoring  

are an embedded and crucial element in our  

solutions that secure precise ignition perfor-

mance – delivered by SEM’s own proprietary 

technology. With spark voltage monitoring, 

worn or damaged spark plugs can be de-

tected. The information can then be used to 

predict the remaining spark plug life, enabling 

service-on-demand.  

Ion-sensing is used to monitor engine  

combustion, enabling the ignition system  

to dynamically 

manage misfire 

detection, com-

bustion phase estima-

tion, pre- 

ignition detection, and 

knock detection. These 

features also lead to 

reduced fuel  

consumption,  

longer  

duration  

between  

services, and  

combustion stability. 

GO  
GREEN

GO  
ECONOMICAL

GO
POWER

Substantial reductions of 

hazardous emissions and 

particles, NO
x
 and HC. CO

2
 

emission free with hydrogen 

combustion engines.

Lower service frequency,  

minimized spark-plug wear  

and considerable reductions of 

fuel consumption by advanced 

combustion diagnostics,  

monitoring and control. 

Significantly increased engine 

power and efficiency with Peak 

Pressure Location functionality.

Market leading ignition systems for alternative and  

sustainable fuels ensure a cleaner and greener environment.

ALTERNATIVE FUEL IGNITION SYSTEMS
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INJECTION WITH 
PERFECTION
As environmental legislation becomes stricter, technical solutions  

are being refined to meet these demands, and those of the future.  

The injector stator is a critically integrated component of the engine´s 

fuel injector, the performance of which directly affects combustion 

efficiency and therefore environmental impact.

 INJECT GREEN BUILT FOR  
REALIBILITY

SUPERIOR  
FUEL CONTROL

Designed for both standard 

diesel fuels and environmentally 

friendly fuels, such as ED95. 

With its injection perfection,  

the injector stator helps  

optimize injection efficiency 

which reduces harmful  

particle emission. 

Vacuum epoxy potted,  

guaranteeing void-free perfect 

encapsulation of the coil, 

protecting it from vibrations, 

intrusion of liquids and  

hazardous flashovers.

High performance stators,  

ensuring optimized fuel  

injection with extreme  

precision under high pressure 

conditions. This maximizes 

burn-efficiency and minimizes 

fuel consumption.

SEM’s stator technology provides precise control  

where it’s most needed – delivering on performance 

and the environment.

With a knowledge of both mechanics and 

electromagnetism, we produce stators that 

meet market and regulatory requirements 

across the board. Our technology combines 

high pressure injection with rapid response 

to help lower emission levels and reduce 

harmful particles. Close cooperation with 

world-leading engine manufacturers ensures 

we stay fully-informed of the latest and 

relevant environment regulation  

developments globally. 

INJECTOR STATORS
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BUILT FOR  
PRECISION

EXCELLENT
PRICE
PERFORMANCE

LIFETIME
DURABILITY

ROBUST  
DESIGN

Smart design based on  

advanced electromagnetic 

engineering and designed  

for manufacturing,  

offering outstanding  

price performance value.

Superior control of the 

magnetic and electrical fields 

is key for securing technical 

performance. Together with 

a premium manufacturing 

process, this ensures extended 

lifetime durability.

Vacuum epoxy potted,  

guaranteeing void-free perfect 

encapsulation of the coil, 

protecting it from vibrations 

and intrusions of moisture 

and engine grime.

SEM develops and manufactures inductive and contact-free  

linear position sensors designed to work reliably in the most  

demanding environments.

This product area delivers precise linear 

measurement solutions based on inductive 

technology. Inductive sensors are easily 

adapted to various applications such as 

clutch and brake wear, gear position  

indication and measurement of liquid levels.

The linear position sensor is an essential 

component in automated manual trans- 

missions (AMT) used in heavy trucks.  

The AMT is a known and proven con-

tributor to reduced fuel consumption by 

optimizing the timing and shifting of gears. 

Removing the need for manual inter- 

action from the truckdriver enhances  

and simplifies the work environment,  

and increases road safety by minimizing 

distractions.

The sensors are fully  

contact-free, reliable, highly  

accurate, and have a long 

and proven history in gearbox 

solutions produced by leading 

commercial vehicle OEMs. 

All products are offered 

fully tailored to the specific 

requirements of each  

application, with adaptable  

housing geometry, stroke 

length and mating parts.  

They can be fitted with  

either a molded cable or 

an integrated connector.

Designed and manufactured to meet the  

automotive industry’s extensive requirements  

for diverse vehicle applications.  

LINEAR POSITION SENSORS
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PERFORMANCE FOR 
PROFESSIONALS
SEM is a respected market leader within design and production of  

small engine management system components. Typical applications  

are hand-held tools such as chainsaws, brush cutters and trimmers,  

but our expertise extends to any product where a small combustion  

engine is the power source. 

MAXIMUM  
FUEL  
EFFICIENCY

LONG-TERM 
RELIABILITY

COMPACT 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
DESIGN

Fuel economy is always in 

focus. This is key for the  

environment, bulk and  

weight of the end-product.

Built by professionals, for 

professionals. Solutions  

proven to perform reliably  

in the toughest conditions,  

day in, day out. 

Optimal effectivity of small 

engine applications is highly 

dependent on mobility –  

our solutions are compact  

and lightweight.

SMALL ENGINE SYSTEMS

Small engine systems trusted  

and chosen by professionals.

We are globally renowned for our pro-

ven capabilities across the entire engine sys-

tem, and delivering high-quality premium  

products targeted towards professional 

end-users. Our modular approach provides 

complete flexibility and customization  

 

across all engine management system  

components, that can seamlessly integrate 

with the existing architecture of a product.

This includes engine control, actuators  

and sensors for air, fuel and ignition control,  

as well as for example sub-systems that  

dynamically optimize air-fuel ratios.  

Alternatively, we can combine our  

modules to deliver complete engine  

management adapted specifically  

for the customer application.

Environmental consideration is 

of course critical in all solutions 

we deliver. Focus is on combus-

tion efficiency using for example 

ion-sense technology, as well as 

supporting alternative fuels.
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POWERED BY
INNOVATION
In the pursuit of delivering innovative solutions now and in  

the future, SEM continuously refines its offering to the market.  

This applies not only to existing product lines and target applications, 

but also expanding into new related and complementary areas where 

its specialized industry knowledge can create customer value.

SOLENOIDS ELECTRIC DRIVE
In close cooperation with our customers, we supply  

battery management, disconnection and measurement 

units, high voltage fuse solutions, and smart tailor-made 

contactor units, with and without pre-charge functionality. 

Our modular solutions offer high flexibility for system 

design and production and with our extensive knowledge 

within the field of electromagnetism we design and deliver 

products for the future.  

SEM’s solenoids are an attractive alternative in numerous  

application areas. Our extensive experience from the automotive 

sector supports us in the development of solenoids adapted to 

the specific requirements for product functionality, even in harsh 

application environments. 

The solenoids are primarily used by manufacturers in the  

automotive and heavy vehicle industry, as well as by engineering 

companies. In each of these areas we can offer quality solutions 

with excellent production economy. 
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DESIGN FOR 
MANUFACTURING
With modern, fully automated manufacturing plants in Sweden  

and China, SEM leverages technically advanced and cost-effective  

production solutions. Solid experience and extensive know-how  

provide the stability and continuity our customers seek.

Efficiently and consistently transforming a precision  

design into a high-quality product using world-class 

production capabilities.

Dependable quality  is a built-in and  

assumed requirement. With development 

and production under the same roof, we 

control the entire process, from design and 

engineering through to the point of delivery 

to our customers. 

A highly skilled organization secures a 

consistent high technical standard on all our 

products, and we can optimize our solutions 

to each customer’s specific requirements. 

As the path from idea to final product  

shortens, it becomes increasingly important 

to collaborate and share our skills – with 

professionalism, mutual respect, and close 

cooperation with our customers.

Lean production and agile processes are 

essential requirements to meet market  

expectations. Our customers count on us 

to support them by delivering globally and  

just-in-time. SEM leverages a combination 

of extensive expertise in designing manu-

facturing processes, flexible automation 

techniques, and distributed production 

facilities to deliver on these demands.
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WHY SEM?
Partnering with SEM creates numerous advantages  

for our customers. As specialists, we offer  

customized solutions for specific demands  

within each of our selected product areas.  

Our team is able to leverage a wealth of  

experience and skills to create an unparalleled level of  

technical excellence across all of our products and solutions.  

Competent and committed employees 

spread across three continents strive to con- 

stantly evolve and improve our business to meet 

market expectations. The work we perform is 

always driven by customer needs, respect for 

the individual, and resource efficiency. 

SEM has a company culture that promotes 

quality as a shared responsibility. Our success 

is entirely dependent on the attitude, commit-

ment and performance of our employees.  

As a team we support and improve our  

processes so that we can meet and exceed the 

expectations of our customers.

Our position on the leading edge of  

technology is supported by a close cooperation 

with customers, universities and research 

centers. Domain-critical topics such as how to 

provide robust ignition, combustion diagnostics 

for engine control, and optimization of engine 

performance are continuously being explored. 

Long-term focus on research is a key  

differentiator and success factor for SEM.

SEM operates at the intersection of technical  

excellence, innovation, and environmental  

awareness, delivering high-quality dependable  

solutions to its chosen markets globally.  

A tradition extending 100 years.

We have 100 years of industrial  

experience and have been respected 

suppliers to the automotive industry 

for almost 50 years. Our solid 

expertise within electromagnetism 

and embedded systems allow us 

 to offer best-of-breed solutions  

to our customers.

We recognize the value of investing 

in intellectual capital for staying 

at the forefront of design and 

innovation. Our highly skilled R&D 

department ensures continuous  

enhancements and consistently 

high technical standards across all  

of our products.

Modern, fully automated  

production facilities with com-

mitted personnel in Sweden and 

China. With efficient organization 

and agile processes, we meet our 

customers’ expectations. 

SEM is certified in accordance with 

ISO9001, IATF16949, ISO14001 

and ISO45001.

PROVEN 
EXPERTISE

CUTTING EDGE 
R&D 

MANUFACTURING 
EXCELLENCE

ÅMÅL (SWE)
SEM AB

HQ 
Sales, Product management, 

R&D, Production INDIANAPOLIS (USA)
SEM Technology Inc.

Sales 
SUZHOU (CHN)

SEM Technology Co., Ltd.
Sales, Production 
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www.sem.se

SEM, Swedish Electro Magnets, is a leading global supplier with over 100 years 

of industrial experience and deep knowledge of electromagnetic applications. 

We produce advanced alternative fuel ignition systems, injector stators and  

linear position sensors for stationary engines and commercial vehicles,  

and small engine systems for premium forestry hand tools.


